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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
TO COUNTRY

2021

We would like to acknowledge the Whadjuk

Noongar people, the traditional custodians of the

land on which we work and learn. Brabham

Primary School is on significant Noongar boodja,

being located close to the Swan River, the Derbal

Yerrigan. We show respect to the Elders past and

present for the care of the land and waterways

and for sharing their culture.

Brabham Primary School P&C generously funded

the purchase of an Acknowledgement of Country

plaque, painted by local Noongar artist Melissa

Spillman (Woods). This is displayed at the front of

our Administration office, to respectfully welcome

all visitors into our school, on Whadjuk boodja.
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2021, our foundation year, will always be remembered as a significant year for the Brabham

community. We opened our doors to 609 students from Kindergarten to Year 6. The school’s official

opening was postponed due to a COVID lockdown and was formally opened 22 April 2021 by the

Honourable Sue Ellery (Minister of Education) and Honourable Rita Saffioti (Member for West Swan). 

In the nine months prior to opening and, throughout the first year of operation, staff, students and

families were actively involved in planning and decision making to ensure that we were establishing

a school reflective of the community’s needs.  In our foundation year we established our P&C and

School Board, who supported the school to identify and translate the aspirations of everyone when

creating our vision “Success for all, within a culture of excellence and inclusion”. 

The purpose of the Annual Report is to share with our community our students' successes in 2021

and communicate how we have established the foundations to ensure a continued focus on our

agreed priority areas and goals as outlined in the Brabham Primary School Business Plan 2021 -

2024. This plan celebrates our collective achievements in our first year and captures the growth of

our learning community.

I would like to dedicate our first Annual Report to the Brabham Primary School staff who worked

tirelessly to ensure every child and family were welcomed, developed a sense of belonging and

forged new friendships to support their transition. A team who worked together and supported each

other to provide a rich, varied and differentiated curriculum, supplemented with  extra-curricular

opportunities, allowing our students countless avenues to identify and foster their unique range of

talents. 

I would like to thank our Board, P&C and school community for their commitment and active

engagement and for partnering with us to foster our unique learning community, one that we can all

be extremely proud of! 

‘Through community we grow’

FOREWARD
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“The opening of the school, located in the heart of Brabham, generated much

excitement within the community, as we welcomed our foundation students and their

families to their new school for the very first time"

Anika Blackmore

Principal
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 "I would like to dedicate our

first Annual Report to the

Brabham Primary School

staff who worked tirelessly

to ensure every child and

family were welcomed,

developed a sense of

belonging and forged new

friendships to support their

transition."



Establishment of foundational Board protocols and induction of members. Inaugural Board

meeting held April 29th, 2021.

Consolidation and alignment of community engagement meetings and school vision “Success for

all within a culture of excellence and inclusion” and school motto “Through community we grow”.

Reviewing policies and guidelines e.g. Student Behaviour and Engagement Policy. 

School Board workshop for Principals and Chairs provided by Department of Education’s

Leadership Institute.

School Board Governance training provided by Department of Education’s Leadership Institute

for all Board members. 

Establishment of Brabham Primary School Board Code of Conduct.

Review and approval of 2021/22 contributions and charges. 

Endorsing and supporting various cultural and community activities.

Evaluating the school’s performance in achieving strategic objectives, priorities, and directions.

This includes analysis of student data to monitor the effectiveness of programs in key learning

areas. 

Review of annual budget and oversight of expenditure. 

Review of school partnerships and whole school programs.

Meeting with Member for West Swan, Rita Saffioti to explain the impact on the school because of

the rapid growth and the urgent need for contextually appropriate growth strategies.

Providing oversight and guidance to the School Leadership with respect to the COVID-19 risk

management response strategies, plans and changes to key school events.                                     

The Brabham Primary School Board provides governance and an important connection for the

school to meaningfully engage with our community, parents, staff, and students. The Board also

fulfils the key role of endorsing the School Plan for the year and noting the annual budget as well as

noting the final draft of the School Annual Report. The Board works with the school to strengthen its

ability to best meet the educational needs of all students. 

·

FROM THE
BOARD CHAIR
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2021 CORE BUSINESS



Planning, executing, and reviewing of transition to Remote

Learning (Covid Response). 

Providing support and direction in response to the rapid growth of

Brabham Primary School.

Engaging government departments for support regarding e.g.

growth planning, car parking, etc.

Continuing to gain parent feedback to inform refinements in the

areas of communication and engagement.                                    

The focus areas for 2022 will include, but are not be limited to, the

following areas: 

FOCUS FOR 2022

It has been my privilege to be

the foundation Board Chair of

Brabham Primary School and I

would like to thank our

foundation Principal Anika

Blackmore and staff (teaching,

allied and administration) for

their extraordinary commitment

and tireless work in establishing

an outstanding teaching and

learning community, in such

uncertain times. I would also like

to thank all Board members for

their insight, wisdom and

significant time they commit to

Brabham Primary School. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dr Tom Quinlivan 

School Board Chair                               

Board Training Workshop with Mr Rae Boyd

BOARD MEMBERS

Dr Tom Quinlivan (Chairman), Anika Blackmore (Principal)

Anthony Chiappalone (Deputy), Elecia Parsonson (MCS)

Stephen Jeffrey (Teacher), Kirsty Grant (Teacher)

Brenda Wallace (Parent), Celeste Gane (Parent)

Manpreet Kaur (Parent), Kelly Smith (Parent)
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SCHOOL CONTEXT
Located within the City of Swan, Brabham is part of the fast-growing Urban

Growth Corridor. This corridor stretches 8kms from Ellenbrook in the north to

Caversham in the south and is surrounded by Whiteman Park and the Swan

Valley. The school is built on Noongar Whadjuk lands.

The suburb of Brabham is named after Sir Jack Brabham. Brabham was an

Australian racing driver and multiple F1 World Champion who also raced the

Caversham Motor Racing Circuit. Sir Jack Brabham was named Australian of

the Year in 1966, and he was knighted for his services to motor sport in 1979. 

Our school logo design was informed by input from families and community

members and refined by our steering committee. Our logo is a source of pride

as it contains elements that reflect the values of the wider community. The

people represent the importance of community and the trees reflect the

importance of caring for our surrounding natural environment. The book

symbolises the sharing of knowledge. The spine of the book is viewed by

some as a road, symbolic of Brabham’s racing history, and by others as the

Swan River. The Swan Valley, including the Swan River is important to the

Aboriginal people, both spiritually and as a place to hunt and meet. The dots

surrounding the tree represent the rich and diverse cultures that exist within

our community. 
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2021 STUDENT PROFILE

GIRLS
51%

BOYS
49%

TOTAL ENROLMENTS 638

BOYS 316 (49%)

GIRLS 322 (51%). 

 
94%

INDIGENOUS STUDENTS
6%

LBOTE
76%

 
24%

FULL TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLMENTS 578

INDIGENOUS STUDENTS 6%

LANGUAGE BACKGROUND OTHER THAN ENGLISH 76%
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Our Student Engagement Team, led by Miss Sara Wiggins, implemented the Positive Behaviour

Support Program in 2021. This process involved gaining buy-in from community, staff and students.

First the team developed the school’s Positive Behaviour Support Core Values in consultation with

all stakeholders. The values that our school community collectively decided on became the building

blocks of our behaviour matrix. This matrix outlines the agreed positive behaviours that are

expected. These are used to teach and reinforce student behaviour across all contexts in our school. 

Working as a team was a common theme when discussing our values with the community, so we

wanted to highlight that, and use the idea of teamwork to remember and promote our values.

 

At Brabham we are a TEAM, this means;

 We Treat each other with RESPECT.

 We EXCEL by trying our best.

 We Are INCLUSIVE of others.

 We Make sure we are RESPONSIBLE.

To further engage students in the process of developing a positive school culture, students voted to

name the mascot and the winning name was Erri – an acronym of the values he stands for. 

In classrooms and around the school, students are rewarded for demonstrating these values. The

team provide the necessary resources, and teachers share the expected behaviours through explicit

teaching in each class, with a fortnightly focus. The Values Certificates awarded at assemblies

celebrate students who have demonstrated each of the values and our mascot signage was installed

in all learning spaces including the Performing Arts Centre and our Administration reception. 

In Term 4, the Student Engagement Team sought feedback from staff and students to measure the

effectiveness of the Positive Behaviour Support implementation. It was rewarding to see that

students were being taught the Positive Behaviour Support lessons regularly and could recall the

values with ease from Kindergarten to Year 6.

2021 MAJOR
PRIORITY AREAS
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POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR
SUPPORT FRAMEWORK
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 "Students were involved in naming

the values mascot and the winning

name was ERRI – an acronym of the

values he stands for."

 

BRABHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL BUSINESS PLAN FOCUS AREAS



The School’s High Impact Instructional Model is a consistent whole school

approach based on current research on how students learn and the most

effective strategies that improve student progress and is directly linked to

Focus Area 1: Excellence in Teaching and Learning from the School’s

Business Plan. 

All staff participated in professional learning that brought the wealth of

knowledge and experience in effective teaching together in a consistent

whole school approach. This was followed up through classroom support, in

the form of instructional coaching, peer observation and feedback. Ongoing

training and support was provided to staff throughout the year.

The High Impact Instructional Model provides students with prerequisite skills

and knowledge, and breaks new learning into small steps which are released

gradually. Teachers frequently check for student understanding and provide

feedback throughout to ensure success for all. These new skills and

knowledge are then reviewed and revised to ensure they are transferred from

short term memory to long term memory and can be recalled quickly. This

allows students to use more working memory when applying their newly

learnt skills and knowledge.
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HIGH IMPACT
INSTRUCTION MODEL



To align our teaching and learning practice, we implemented a high

level of teacher support to embed the Whole School High Impact

Instructional Framework (through professional learning, demonstration,

modelled lessons, observation and feedback). This professional learning

was rolled out over the year in a timely, at point of need basis, and in a

supported and differentiated manner.

Our Instructional Coaching program aligns with and supports: Brabham

Primary School Business Plan Focus Area 1: Excellence in Teaching

and Learning, as it prioritises our implementation of a Whole School

Instructional Framework. In addition, the development of teachers

contributes to the rigorous Performance and Development and

coaching culture, supports the continuous improvement of our staff and

builds the instructional leadership capacity of our newly trained

Instructional Coaches.

Teachers participate in termly coaching cycles which include

professional learning, opportunities to practice new teaching strategies

in their class, in-class observation and feedback opportunity with an

Instructional Coach and then reflection and goal setting to improve their

implementation of the new skill. Our teachers are engaged and

motivated by the coaching process. They feel valued and supported

through these coaching cycles, with many providing feedback that their

teaching and learning practice has improved exponentially since

starting at Brabham Primary School.

INSTRUCTIONAL
COACHING PROGRAM
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 "They feel valued and

supported through these

coaching cycles, with many

providing feedback that their

teaching and learning practice

has improved exponentially

since starting at Brabham

Primary School."
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2021 saw the establishment of many elements to support Students at Educational Risk.

A policy documenting our whole school approach was developed including clear early

identification and referral processes.  The model includes: universal screening to

identify students at educational risk, a three tiered response allowing for

differentiation using high impact teaching strategies and ongoing planning and

assessment. 

Students identified to be at risk of not making expected progress were placed on an

Individual Education Plan or a Group Education Plan, which identified short and long

term goals, and the strategies in place to help them achieve success, including in

class differentiation, the implementation of individual strategies and resources, and

formal intervention. We view our families as partners, and regularly meet to review

individual student progress.

Small group intervention using the researched based MinilLit, Reading Tutor and

MacqLit programs were implemented to address gaps in learning in Literacy. 85% of

junior primary students exited the program by the end of the year with 90% of these

students achieving the expected benchmark achievement. A combination of MacqLit

and MinLit were utilised across Years 3-6, supporting a total of 64 students, of which

67% have now achieved the desired achievement to exit the program.

Through partnership with Highgate and Koondoola English Intensive Centre, staff

received professional learning around using Progress Maps to support the English

development of students where English is a second language. This will remain a focus

next year. 

Our Learning Support Coordinator, Ms Jenefer Goronski, worked closely with our

School Psychologist and external consultants to assist in developing and establishing

a whole school strength based approach to data collection. This assisted our students

to achieve more success in their areas of need, and their teachers to effectively

support students and families. This approach will ‘future proof’ the school in

establishing consistency for staff, families and students as we continue grow.

TIERED RESPONSE
TO INTERVENTION



LILEY PROJECT

In Term 3, Brabham Primary School was one of 12 schools in Western Australia selected to

participate in the 18 month long Leading Inspired Learning in the Early Years (LILEY) Project. This

fully funded project promotes reflective practice, provides extensive professional learning

opportunities, as well as targeted collaboration time for staff to plan for and embed new learning.

The team look forward to continuing our LILEY Project journey in 2022 and aim to utilise our shared

experiences to create an Early Childhood Philosophy that reflects the research about how students

learn.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Whilst staff identified many priority areas for improvement in 2021, a key element of our Foundation

year National Quality Standard focus was developing our outdoor learning environment. Our Early

Childhood outdoor play area in 2021 has catered for all students in Kindergarten-Year 1

(approximately 350 students). Responding to student needs, in Term 2, led by Mrs Jodie Van Der

Zwan, the Early Childhood team collaborated to enhance and maximise our use of the outdoor area,

to ensure children were given opportunities to thrive through different types of play. Staff reflected

on how children were using the outdoor environment and identified the following key areas

requiring support and planning to extend student participation: Fine and Gross Motor Skills,

Imaginative Play, Team Games, Sensory Exploration and Construction.

KINDERGARTEN INDUCTION

At Brabham Primary School we believe that when we enrol a child, we enrol their whole family. We

view each family’s Kindergarten year as an induction and are committed to providing our youngest

students and their families with inclusive support from enrolment. With 160 children enrolled in

Kindergarten for 2022 the Early Childhood team (led my Mrs Elise Koch) developed an induction

framework focused on building relationships, school readiness, inclusion, and family. This aligns with

our school focus on building a community of excellence and inclusivity. This multi-stage spaced

induction included: one on one interviews, in class play sessions, information sharing with families

and the provision of a social story about starting school at Brabham (individualised for each class). 

The induction process will continue throughout 2022,  and will include parent information sessions

on core learning areas, teaching demonstrations to provide parents with strategies to support

learning at home, stay and play opportunities to build parent networks as well as 1:1 parent teacher

meeting opportunities. The comprehensive induction process is underpinned by a commitment to

building positive, inclusive, respectful relationships with each child and their family to ensure all

stakeholders are supported to thrive when beginning their learning journey at Brabham Primary

School.

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION
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STAFF LEADERSHIP: FUTURE LEADERS FRAMEWORK

In 2021,  the Leadership Team networked with two other schools to introduce

the Future Leaders Framework, a system level initiative that provides a

research-based approach to the identification, development and support for

aspirant leaders at different stages of their development. The program was

successful in identifying five staff who were ready for team leadership

opportunities and two who were considered high potential for school

leadership. This strategy ensures that we have a transparent and rigorous

process for identifying and developing our future leaders and is an essential

element to our goal of a distributed leadership model. 

STUDENT LEADERSHIP

Our Year 5 and 6 students had structured leadership opportunities throughout

the year, including the opportunity to nominate and undertake formal

leadership roles, including: Head Boy and Head Girl, six Student Councillors,

four Faction Captain and four Vice Faction Captains. The student leaders

undertook responsibilities such as organising and running school assemblies,

fundraising events, running the ANZAC Service, sporting events and daily

roles to support the operations of the school. They promoted ‘student voice’

initiatives through regular surveys to get input from students into the designs

of playgrounds, preferences for extra-curricular programs and the running of

lunch time clubs. 

In Term 4, some of the Student Councillors were invited to lunch at Parliament

House with the Honourable Rita Safiotti where they discussed the need for

more school resourcing in our ever-growing community. They thoroughly

enjoyed learning about leadership at a state government level and

represented our school with pride.  We thank our foundation student leaders

for being exceptional role models to their peers and for promoting the

Brabham Values consistently throughout the year.
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LEADERSHIP
PROGRAMS
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 "They promoted ‘student voice’

initiatives through regular surveys to

get input from students into the

designs of playgrounds, preferences

for extra-curricular programs and the

running of lunch time clubs. "



In 2020 and again in 2021, we welcomed all new staff to join the Leadership Team to participate in

Welcome - Induction days. These days are an opportunity for new staff to meet one another and

work collaboratively on team building activities. During both Wanjoo weekends we have explored

individual Character Strengths and how we can best utilize these in our workplace, as well as

exploring the Brabham Primary School Vision, Values and Moral Purpose. We also spend

considerable time on developing high performing teams and learning how we can optimise our

effectiveness when working together.

In 2020 we were honoured to have the Director General of the Department of Education, Lisa

Rogers, attend and engage with our staff.

2021 SNAPSHOT
OF ACHIEVEMENTS
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STAFF INDUCTION:
WANJOO (WELCOME) WEEKENDS



Our Year 3 cohort, led by Mrs Rebecca Wilkey, participated in a range of sustainability

activities at Whiteman Park and Watervalley Boulevard Park, facilitated by Millennium Kids

and Department of Biodiversity and Attractions, through their award-winning Green Lab

program. Through a series of youth voice and action workshops, the students and teachers

developed a long-term Green Lab vision for their community, building on two Western

Australian Curriculum priority areas: Sustainability and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

Histories and Cultures. The partnership aims to establish a 50-year Green Lab Project to

connect the school with environmental assets in Brabham through the development of a

series of green corridors. This will provide a valuable learning place, where current and

future students learn about plants, animals and Noongar culture through ongoing

citizenship and science initiatives.

GREEN LAB SUSTAINABILITY
INITIATIVE:  COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
(MILLENNIUM KIDS)
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Early in term 1, we had the honour of hosting Gina Williams and Guy Ghouse, for their Wanjoo

(Welcome) Workshop . Our students had the opportunity to participate in a mini Noongar language

concert, with Gina sharing her language through song. Our students now sing Wanjoo (with AUSLAN

signing) at each school event, as well as regular performances of Bindi Bindi (Butterfly). This

workshop promoted the importance of keeping Noongar language and culture alive, as well as

learning original Noongar language songs. We were able to secure a PALS grant, so students were

able to participate without any cost to families. 

In Term 1 the students of Brabham Primary School recognised Harmony Day by having a day

dedicated to acknowledging and celebrating the cultural diversity of our school community. We

asked students to wear traditional dress representing their cultural background and we had a

whole school parade. This was a very special celebration and our first whole school student event

in our brand-new Performing Arts Centre.

NAIDOC Week was celebrated in July at Brabham Primary School through student participation in a

range of incursions and activities. Our students in Pre-primary enjoyed a cultural experience and

boomerang painting with Mrs Melanie Pearmine and some generous local ladies, Averil and Kylie.

Our Year 1 – 6 students enjoyed learning about Aboriginal culture and history with our visitor Dale

Tilbrook. Another initiative enjoyed by our students was partnering with Wananami Remote

Community School in the Kimberley. Our students learnt about different ways of living; including

watching damper being made on country and then cooking it themselves. We also had parent

Naomi Nelson leading our Kindy students through an art project. Our NAIDOC assembly was an

opportunity for our choir and students to share their singing and dancing talents, sharing songs and

a community dance celebrating Aboriginal culture. We were proud to have Mrs Melanie Pearmine

Welcome us to Country and several classes share their class Acknowledgements to Country. 
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CULTURAL INCLUSION
EVENTS



In Term 3 our whole staff participated in an inspiring professional learning session,

the “Blanket Activity”. This session was developed to connect Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal people with our Traditional Owner histories. This important Professional

Learning guides our staff to incorporate culturally responsive attitudes, values and

behaviours into our everyday work, with a strong emphasis on reconciliation.

On Thursday the 4th of November, student representatives from Pre-Primary to

Year 6 had the opportunity to learn about and plant native plants in our beautiful

new Bush Tucker Garden in the heart of our school. The children enjoyed the hands

on aspect of planting, while learning about how Aboriginal people have used these

plants in cooking and medicine for thousands of years. Tucker Bush and Bindi Bindi

Dreaming worked together to up-skill our students. This project was generously

funded by our Coles Whiteman Edge $5000 grant, which is to be directed towards

food related activities. 

In Term 4 our staff attended a tour of a local Sikh Temple in Bennett Springs. Many

of our families are part of this community, and it was our honour to be able to visit,

engage and learn more about our students’ cultural background. We were

delighted to share a meal with our generous hosts at the conclusion of our tour. We

will bring this new knowledge and understanding to broaden our interactions with

our Sikh community members at Brabham Primary School. 
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The Science and Technologies learning area’s focus for 2021 was engaging students

in Science, through the use of technology. One of the key focus areas was building

student’s Science Inquiry Skills. These skills were implemented through student’s

writing their own questions and predictions, conducting hands-on investigations,

processing and analysing data and evaluating their investigations. Students were able

to track their inquiry skills progress with various assessments throughout the year,

including a common assessment task completed with network schools in our area. 

In Term 3 students focused on a STEM project that worked around the Biological

Science strand and the National Science Week theme ‘Food: Different by Design.’ This

allowed students to build connections between their learning in class and their own

live experiences. Creativity was fostered by having a cross-curricular focus with

Visual Arts.  

To further promote the importance of scientific inquiry, students and staff

participated in various National Science Week initiatives. The Year 1-4 students

participated in a very informative bee incursion where they learnt how honey is made

and the importance of bees to our environment, especially for food production. The

Kindergarten-Year 6 students engaged in hands on activities around the theme ‘Food:

Different by Design’. We were lucky to have our generous P&C as well as our local

Coles contribute to purchasing resources. We concluded our week of science with a

science/art exhibition where students got to showcase their ‘Farm to Plate’ and

‘Aquaculture’ projects for parents and members of our community to view. 

The Science and Technologies team led by Mrs Shanleigh Little, also provided extra-

curricular opportunities STEM by running a range of lunch-time and after school

clubs. Lunch-time Coding Club challenged students in the area of computer science

as they learned to code at their skill-level, creating their own art, stories and games

using technology. Some junior students even transitioned to senior level courses.  Our

after school STEM club hosted by, Young Engineers, provided the ‘Bricks Challenge’

program, which introduced students to the basic principles of STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Maths). Students learned how to think like engineers by

building complex motorised machines using LEGO, motors and batteries.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGIES
INITIATIVES
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"The Science and Technologies team

also provided extra-curricular

opportunities STEM by running a range

of lunch-time and after school clubs."



Brabham Primary School already has a vibrant arts culture, which is a

testament to the talent and commitment of students and staff who are

passionate about their respective subject areas of specialty. Our Foundation

year celebrated the achievements of many students who diligently worked

outside of class time to extend their skills and participate in extra- curricular

activities, performances and workshops within the school and wider Perth

community. The growth and expansion of many Arts subjects is not surprising,

as the students are offered many real world performance and exhibition

opportunities which generates excitement and reward for all those involved. 

DANCE

Our Primary Dance Team, led by Mr Stephen Jeffrey participated in the annual

Wakakirri: Story Dance National Competition . Brabham Primary School

successfully made it into the national finals as they told our Foundation school

story through dance. The audience were captivated by the imaginative story-

telling of a student starting in a brand new school and all the various emotions

and experiences felt. Exciting, vibrant and relevant are some of the words that

capture and describe the wonderful Wakakirri performance at the Perth

Concert Hall. It was a feast for the senses with so many students dancing with

impeccable timing, colour and movement. Our Dance Team continued to

represent our school with pride when they were selected to perform at the

prestigious WA Primary Principals Conference at Crown Perth.
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PERFORMING ARTS
EVENTS



MUSIC

Our Foundation year in the music program, led by Mrs

Siobhan Jones, was exciting and full of amazing

achievements. We formed our Primary Performance

Choir with over 60 students attending each Tuesday

morning. The students tapped into a broad repertoire of

songs and worked for 3 terms to perform with 3000

other students at the One Big Voice Festival at the RAC

Arena in Perth. An acknowledgment and

congratulations must be made to Dev Darsh Seraj (Year

4) and Netra Bhatt (Year 4) for auditioning and being

selected as only a handful of presenters on the night. 

Our IMSS program was set up during 2020 so our

students could begin their instrumental music program

in our foundation year. 25 students were recognised for

their musical ability and offered instruments including

violin, cello, clarinet, trumpet and guitar. This program

will continue to grow in 2022 with over 50 students

participating. In term 3 and 4 our year 5 and 6 students

have the opportunity to join rehearsals with the Junior

Ensemble Band at Ellenbrook Secondary.

Other highlights from our first year include Gina

Williams and Guy Gosse performing their Wanjoo

Incursion during our opening week and Ellenbrook

Secondary College showcasing many of their incredible

ensembles in term 4. These performances left our

budding musicians in awe of what’s to come in the

world of music.
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Our first ever colour run was a spectacular whole school event and the biggest fundraising event of

2021! Our students, staff and parents enjoyed coming together, having fun and getting messy. A big

thank you to all of our staff, P&C and community volunteers for planning and coordinating this

event.
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COLOUR RUN:
P&C LAPATHON
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FACTION CARNIVAL

2021
WINNING
FACTION

"Physical Education can

provide many benefits in

terms of physical fitness,

personal well-being, and

social integration,

however, it also adds

value to every

curriculum area; by

challenging critical

thinking skills, decision

making, and moral

reasoning."



STUDENT
PERFORMANCE

MATHEMATICS LEARNING AREA

The focus for the Mathematics learning area was to establish a consistent whole school

approach to numeracy. An evidence based and highly successful program, PR1ME, was selected

as the core mathematics concept teaching and learning program for Years 1-6. It aligned with the

school’s High Impact Instruction Model and a large number of students were familiar with the

program. All staff were up-skilled on the program and provided ongoing support in class. Early

Childhood classes focussed on embedding the major mathematical concepts through hands on

experiences and developed the foundation mathematical skills for future success. 

All new numeracy concepts were taught using the High Impact Instruction Model and students

developed their understanding through the use of Concrete, Pictorial & Abstract materials. The

new skills and knowledge were reviewed and revised to move them to long term memory. All

students practiced their speed and accuracy of basic facts. This helps free up working memory

so students can engage with multiple step equations and more advanced problem solving.

Teachers regularly reviewed assessment data in phases or year groups to refine their planning

and target the mathematical areas of need and extension. Our Year 3 and Year 5 NAPLAN

performance was just below ‘like-schools.’ Therefore, we will continue to have a whole school

focus on consistent, high impact approaches to the teaching of mathematics. 

ENGLISH LEARNING AREA

Analysis of the On Entry Assessment data in early childhood identified the need for a consistent

approach to the explicit teaching of phonemic awareness, phonics and oral language. Teachers

provide a range of opportunities for students to develop the essential pre-requisite skills to

support spelling, reading and writing development. 

Our NAPLAN Writing and Spelling results were the strongest out of all of the areas tested. Staff

have engaged in ongoing analysis of student results identifying reading is an ongoing priority

area. In 2021, whole school approaches in phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary and fluency

were implemented. The teaching and learning team, led by Mrs Bhavisha Kerai and Miss Kayla

Sin, trialled a researched base reading comprehension approach which will be implemented and

further refined in 2022. Providing extension and enrichment programs for high performing

students will also be a whole school priority. 
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NUMERACY YEAR 3 YEAR 5

COHORT MEAN 379 468

LIKE SCHOOLS MEAN 381 474

READING YEAR 3 YEAR 5

COHORT MEAN 423 471

LIKE SCHOOLS MEAN 412 491

WRITING YEAR 3 YEAR 5

COHORT MEAN 451 482

LIKE SCHOOLS MEAN 419 470

SPELLING YEAR 3 YEAR 5

COHORT MEAN 434 508

LIKE SCHOOLS MEAN 403 494

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION

YEAR 3 YEAR 5

COHORT MEAN 433 483

LIKE SCHOOLS MEAN 409 483
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2021 STUDENT ATTENDANCE

REGULAR
80%

INDICATED
17%

MODERATE
2%

The Brabham Primary School Attendance Rate for Semester 1 was 93.6% (compulsory)

Our Aboriginal Students had an attendance rate of 87.7%

Maintain or improve the attendance rate

Maintain or improve the regular attendance rate

Bridging the gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous attendance rates

Public school system data is based on the collection of Semester 1 data.

Targets:

SEVERE
1%
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STUDENT CENTRED FUNDING
66%

LOCALLY RAISED FUNDS
21%

TRANSFERS FROM RESERVES
11%

OTHER
1%
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INCOME SUMMARY
TABLE

SCHOOL BUDGET
SUMMARY
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EXPENDITURE
SUMMARY TABLE
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2021 T: (08) 9265 1840 
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